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Call for papers - MERJ 4.1

The Media Education Research Journal invites submissions for issue 04:01 by the deadline 
of April 19 2013.

MERJ offers a forum for the exchange of academic research into media education and 
pedagogy conducted by academics, practitioners and teachers situated in all sectors and 
contexts for media education. The journal aims to encourage dialogue between the sectors 
and between media educators from different countries, with the aim to facilitate the 
transfer of critical, empirical, action and discursive research into the complexity of media 
education as social practice.

We invite papers and reports that present the outcomes of media education research 
related to any aspect of this discussion. See the MERJ pages on the Auteur web site for 
guidelines for submission: http://tinyurl.com/yzbbygn or visit the new MERJ website,  
www.merj.info

New! MERJ website
www.merj.info features information about the current issue of the MERJ, including 
abstracts for every article, which will then build into an online archive. Every editorial will 
also be available to read online, together with exclusive, web-only content. Visit www.merj.
info for contributor guidelines, deadlines for submissions and advance information about 
future issues.


